mobile
PANTHEON FARMING Mobile is the mobile app accompanying the farm management information
system PANTHEON Farming. Animal and crop data can be viewed and entered directly on location.
Data is automatically synchronized with the main PANTHEON Farming database in the cloud. The
database can be accessed remotely by the user and the accountant to prepare financial and FADN
reports.

It is very convenient to have access to data directly in the field –
which is exactly what the app does. You can use it on a smartphone to access and enter data everywhere you need it.
The app connects to the server and stores data there, not on the
smartphone. If there is no bile reception, data is temporarily stored on the phone and synchronizes with the database as soon as
a mobile signal is available.

Remote server

This means writing everything down on paper is over. Detailed information about animals (births, movements, treatments, inseminations, etc.) or tasks (history, used materials, hours worked, etc.)
can be entered directly in the field. This ensures up-to-date data
and prevents duplicates.

Mobile app

Own recordkeeping

Benefits
The module for livestock (animal husbandry) contains different
types of animals: cattle, pigs, sheep, goats and horses. Each type
has individual animal records, a register of all animals, milking records (cattle, sheep and goats) and a veterinary activities journal.

Reproduction

Purchase and Sales of
Animals

The mobile app allows you to
see the reproduction status and
history of animals. When was
the last insemination, whether
an animal is pregnant and when
birth is expected. All relevant
information can also be entered
with the mobile app directly
on location. Entering a birth
automatically creates a new
animal record and updates the
database.

You enter all movements and
sales of animals with the mobile app. Data is automatically
synchronized with the master
database, the central register
is updated and an electronic
invoice is created automatically,
ready to be sent.

Movements

Animal Health

All movements of animals to a
different holding can be traced
with the mobile app. This is stored in the database and details
about individual animals can
be reviewed anytime. Animals
can be moved temporarily, for
example to a fair and back, or
to another farm in a different
location.

The health of animals is critical
for any farm. With the program,
you can record each animal's
health history, diseases, treatments, medications, recurrences. Based on that, you can
then better decide if an animal
is worth keeping

PANTHEON FARMING Mobile also supports crop farming activities.

Data about the farm is always available to you. You can see what
has been done in the past and enter new information on location;
data is promptly saved into the database. Entering information
about a task right away greatly reduces the possibility of errors or
duplicate records.
You can enter information about any work done right after you have
finished it. Other tasks like sowing, spraying or pruning are recorded
in the same way. Enter the amount of materials used (seeds, fertilizer, etc.), the time it took and who operated what machinery. This is
enough to produce agri-environmental scheme reports and insight
into materials usage for various crops.
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